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Cataclysm dda vehicle guide

Which vehicle do you use to create a deathmobile or mobile base? I knew I had to use something with a heavy frame, but wasn't sure which vehicle I should look for. 1 As I really like starting with APC if I can. 8 armored wheels are a great starting point, the 5x8 frame is about where I like my vehicle to be, oversized, and has a decent engine and military
composite armor. Humvees, military cargo trucks, and security vans/SWAT trucks are also good options. But everyone's deathmobile design is different, and you may want to start with different frames depending on your goals. 6 Likes Most something big enough can make a decent mobile base, especially say a luxury RV or RV that's been prepared before.
the side of the basic facility of plenty of space for storage can save you a lot of headaches. The death phone could be more specialized because you might want pre-armored, wheels NOT at the very front if you can help it. Deathmobiles can be too heavy to replace wheels properly if completely total as I found out with swat vans. I'm now scribbled Swat Van.
It takes a rating of 20 or 460 power to try and put one in so it takes a full on crane just to install the wheels. If you're trying to use apc make sure you can solve a severe visibility problem, the default camera on it is too little to actually drive. All armored items have ups n downs, mobile howitzers can definitely help solve hulks though! There's no need for
smashing if the basic weapon reduces the hulks' body to gore-singed. Big guns are a good plus. Roomy and armored too. 1 As I usually start with an RV. Save a lot of time trying to find kitchen units and refrigerators at the beginning of the game. This is where I use a Humvee. But it started with a police car then a police SUV then a Humvee. Diesel is a rarer
fuel so I switched the engine to gasoline one of the same power. I even moved the red and blue lights from the Police SUV, as I was attached to them Also a nice overhead light option. Every time I start a new game and promise myself not to be a total hoarder and just use camping equipment and a trusted Harley Davidson... Every time I get bored in my
Deathmobile... 1 As I like semis, because it has extra wheels and beds and heavy frames already. But a humvee or security van also works well. 1 Likes Depending on how much you plan to go and how much time you want to spend I guess, remember if you want 3 engines you will need 12 in mechanics (iirc) or to start with a vehicle that already has 3
engines so you may to start with the tank and whittling it to the size/shape you want. It takes time but you'll have plenty of spare stuff to work on. Anything that looks closer to your intended final design. APC works for me. Absolutely anything built with a heavy-duty frame, and a bonus if it has military composite armor coating. The atomic mini tank is my
favorite, but finding one is a great if. Sometimes I like to start over. Heavy Duty Frame only takes 8 minutes each for crafting and metal is easy to find. I'll start with what's The ATV is upgraded and built around it from there. I'm not a voter. I want to go with what I work with; whatever the size of the car is normal or larger it works for me. I like to slowly expand it
out until it looks the way I want it to. I try to avoid heavy-duty vehicles because I like to have amphibious vehicles, and heavy-duty vehicles (especially APC) are generally way, too heavy to do that. I am currently starting out as a normal sized car and turning into this over 69 days in the game. Cargo storage is a cargo tub from Aftershocks, and utilities all
come from there as well; Cooking rigs, metalmaster forging friends, fridges, and freezers come from there. I've slimming down my design as much as possible to see how small I can get, and I'm pretty happy with this result. One of my rules is that I won't use a Hatchback, Beetle, or any electric car as a base. The first two are too small, and the second too
weak. Not worth it! I flattened trees, built longings, and sailed down the river like a true Viking. Until I reached the bridge and cried. 1 As if you had activated tank mod, the tank would give you a big boost to start the Humvee mobile base is usually a solid start, just get rid of the extra seats, add one welding rig and some cargo space and you're ready. But
frankly the most satisfying thing so far is to star in from the store wagon. put some wheels on your viking long ship, make it amphibious, and go around the bridge =) Oh my God. Does it really work out how it should be now? I have to get that. Proper amphibious vehicle support is combined by the end of 2018. I must have missed that. I never even tried to
make an amphibious vehicle after the first time. Looks like it's time to reboot his Viking game. Necro however, I have by far the most successful success with improving ifv, it has a very generous sized interior after you take the original interior board and seating, has 60 treads (better than wheels) and it comes stock with a 30mm chaingun and ATGM
launcher. For general use, as a mobile forward operating base, I like Sec Van. It's not too big, and has enough room for my needs. I want to have some level of maneuverability, while still remaining protected. 1 As I tend to always build from scratch, starting with heavy motorcycles and beef from there. In my first game that passed a few days, the small town I
started next door had hippy vans, mobile meth labs, RVs, tour buses, flatbed trucks, APC and 2 tanks (plus lots of cars &amp; trucks gone wrong). All but tanks and misc items can be (or trivially corrected), so I have enough options. It looked like a used truck next to my evacuation shelter. I ended up going with the APC because of its durability and size. The
.50 cal mounted dome is also a very good bonus. 1 As the → 0.D (Danny) Vehicle is very useful to have; whether to destroy zombies or have a joyride. But, you don't want to make a regular car. You want a supercar. Cataclysm: DDA provides system to unite your own vehicle in any shape or size, from solar-powered rickshaws to semi-trucks covered in
spiked plates. The tools and Parts you need will require, at the very least, these things to build your own car or supercar: High enough mechanical skills to install the parts you want the engine (or more) (the faster the better; The V12 engine is the best). Leg cranks have low speed, but can attract very heavy vehicles, so it's worth considering for early gaming
vehicles. At least 2 wheels of the Vehicle control at least one, and possibly more, steel frames. In 0.D (Danny), you can use any frame, and the lightweight frame reduces the weight of the vehicle but makes it more fragile. At least one seat or saddle A welder and battery, an integrated toolset and how to turn it on or a vehicle welding rig connected to a vehicle
that can generate and store power (can be a supercar itself). Wrench, or more integrated fuel toolsets - be it Hydrogen tubes, gasoline, diesel, or plutonium cells. Metal tank for fuel. Or a lot of solar panels if using electric machines. Motorcycle batteries, Car batteries, Truck batteries or Storage batteries (in order of capacity). It is necessary to start the
combustion engine. Hacksaw armor (steel/superalloy/spiked/hard), spiked does additional damage to zombies. You may want another fun part, you can see more parts in the Vehicle. An integrated toolset can save you a lot of battery, but only if you have a sensible way to turn it on (i.e. not with a battery). Vehicle welding rigs can occasionally be found in
garages and are completely efficient in welding when combined with solar panels or engines with alternators.. Where to Start The easiest way to get spare parts is to rescue them from other vehicles, therefore it is highly recommended to get a functioning vehicle first so that you can move between damaged cars that may be far apart quickly. Look for a car
that has enough working engines and wheels by checking it, the vehicle interface will tell you the condition of different parts of the car by moving the cursor with the motion button. If it does not have gas, you should find some, either by filling a bottle or other container at the gas station by checking the pump, or by checking the car and vacuuming the tank with
a rubber hose. Thenexamine your vehicle again and while the part with the selected gasoline tank press f to fill the tank. When you have a small amount of gas, you can push it to the gas station to fill it up to 100%. Now that you have a working vehicle, you have the option to drive around to the parts you need to start from scratch or to add an already
functional vehicle. The next step is to get the necessary mechanical skills. You can give yourself level 1 in character creation and this will be enough to remove the part of the car that levels your mechanical skills pretty quickly. Alternatively, you can scavenge and read books Under the Hood (beginner) and Mechanical Mastery (advanced) for Your skills.
Starting with the profession of Wannabe Mechanic starts you with Under the Hood. If the books for some reason don't want to lay eggs, try fixing and strengthening (using iron soldering) all the stuff you're capable of breaking. Steel should be easiest to repair, because you can only destroy damaged cars to get scrap metal. Collecting Parts you have many
options for collecting spare parts for vehicles. The most obvious and recommended are other vehicles, and with the correct tools in your inventory, you can disarm damaged cars for all the parts you need for a functional vehicle. There are many damaged vehicles in and around the city, including some rarer vehicles such as bubble cars and solar-powered
cars. You of course have to compete with the towns people and that's probably not the safest option. Your best bet is to travel along the road, where you will find a rare number of damaged vehicles. If you plan to remove parts and immediately install them in your current vehicle, park next to the wreck no more than two tiles and stand between them to remove
the parts you want; this way you just have to move two tiles to your vehicle and install them directly from the ground. When using a welding rig to install a section, make sure you are near (at most 4 tiles) the rig and have a line of sight for it, otherwise it will not work and you will dispose of duct tape. Note that parts cannot be removed if something is attached
to them, it may be difficult to fully disassemble the vehicle without experiencing this problem, but the general rule of thumb starts with the wheel and removes the inside-moving exterior. You can also find spare parts in the garage as well as other tools and supplies such as jerry cans. Having a gas-filled jerry can in your trunk might get you out of the pinch
someday. Garages usually have unfinished vehicles where you can scavenge from or stuff in lockers or at the counter. Beware some parts are very heavy, so if you want lugs and machinery or steel plating out you may have to park somewhere nearby. Public Works is another great source of tools and sometimes parts. They usually have a flatbed truck that
works with a bit of fuel as well, it's a good idea to rob one if you see it on your map. Agriculture is another option for collecting tools and possibly a functioning truck, but it is less likely. Crash sites are a source of metal, and sometimes parts, from which you can make parts such as steel frames and coatings. You will need a shovel or digging stick to clear the
debris and make it usable, and you will need a lot and time to create different parts. It's not the most efficient way to do something but if you find an accident site in a nice remote place, you can work on your vehicle relatively undisturbed. Planning your Design you have to decide in advance what your vehicle is going to be. Super fast quad bike? Dragging the
racer? Rv? Tank? Titanic mobile base studded with towers? It's all as well as a hybrid design as you choose. Planning your design will cause fewer headaches and retreat at a later date. Some important things to note when planning your vehicle: Only one tank can be placed per tile Only one machine can be placed per tile Tiles are considered IN (i.e. not
exposed to elements) if they have a roof and are surrounded by tiles or roof tiles that you cannot pass through: a board, closed doors, windshield, or one of 400 storage utility units. In 0.D (Danny), the storage battery does not block movement. You can attach coatings to anything. It's generally a good idea to armor anything you'd rather not see destroyed.
While it may shave a few miles off your top speed (which you don't need anyway if you like steering and stopping) steel plating is cheap and can be discarded. Minifridge or your welder, less so. The more engines you add, the worse the fuel efficiency but the faster and less likely it is to break it down. If the driver's seat does not have a seat belt, you will fly
through the windshield sooner or later. Make sure there's one attached. Seeing the wisdom of the evil overlord list #27: I would never build just one of those important things. All critical systems will have control panels and excessive power supply. Choosing your V12 Engine is the biggest and most powerful in the game, so if you need a lot of horsepower
then this is what you want. V6 engines are the most common and found in most cars and trucks you will find, they are moderately powered and when stacked will still provide a lot of power. Electric motors are quite common, triggered by solar panels and storage batteries and while they don't pack much of a punch they are much quieter than guzzling (but not
silent) gas engines. 2 smaller engines working together have less performance than one larger engine but poorer fuel consumption. Always install the largest single machine that you provide acceptable performance. The second engine must be installed only to give you redundancy options or alternative fuels. Many hybrid vehicles consist of electric motors
powered by combustion engines, and combustion engines are only used when electric engines are low in energy. In all cases, more powerful engines consume more fuel than smaller engines. You may want to use a smaller engine that achieves acceptable performance instead of a larger engine that only burns more fuel when you sail at 40 mph. Choosing
your Wheels is generally a trade-off between road speed and off-road speed. Each wheel improves the rolling durability of the vehicle that makes it slower, but distributes weight in more contact areas, which makes your vehicle less slow off-road. Wider wheels and off-road wheels have more rolling durability than road wheels, but better off-road performance.
It may be more useful to have a vehicle with an on-road speed of 60 miles per hour and an off-road speed of 40 miles per hour than from with an on-road speed of 100 miles per hour and an off-road speed of 20 miles per hour, but it will depend on where you intend to drive. If you check your vehicle, you can see your off-road performance estimates. Actual
off-road performance depends on the exact terrain under your wheels, but if you see 10% off-road performance that means you can expect your highest speed and acceleration when you off-road to about 1/10 to 1/5 of your performance on paved roads. Road.
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